Today the Yellow River is the world’s most sediment-laden watercourse, but that was not always the case. The rate of sediment deposition increased rapidly about a thousand years ago. This talk covers three thousand years of Yellow River history in order to explains what changed and how people gradually adapted to the new state of the river.

Yellow River Regions

• **The Upper Course:** The river flows rapidly through a high-elevation region that begins at its headwaters on the Tibetan Plateau. This region also encompasses the arid western reaches of the river’s Great Bend around the Ordos Plateau.

• **The Middle Course:** Thirty large tributaries flow east or south to join the Yellow River in its slow-moving middle reaches. They drain the highly erodible soils of the Loess Plateau, and they are the source of most of the river’s sediment.

• **The Flood Plain:** The river disgorges onto a large alluvial plain. Before denizens of the plain built levees, drainage canals, and dams, the floodplain was a region of many shallow streams and lakes through which the river meandered and frequently changed course.

Eras of Yellow River History

• **Approximately 8000 BCE-750 CE:** “Before it was Yellow.” Farmers and engineers engaged in practices that affected the behavior of the river, but floods and avulsions (course changes) were infrequent. The river generally flowed clear.

• **Approximately 750 CE to 1350 CE:** “The Middle Period Tipping Point.” Timbering, settler colonialism, and military fortification caused erosion in the middle reaches of the watershed. Soon thereafter, commentators began reporting unprecedented number of floods, levee breaches, and course changes. The abrupt transformation in the behavior of the river confounded a series of imperial regimes.
• **1351 CE to 1855 CE: “The Engineered River.”** Intensive land use and environmental degradation upstream caused even more erosion and frequent floods downstream. Beginning in the sixteenth century, imperial regimes invested heavily in river management in order to maintain canal transportation in the floodplain.

**Names and Terms**

- **Concepts:** rivers are “sediment sorting machines” (Anthony Acciaviati), rivers have “biographies” (Richard White), rivers are “hydrosocial” (Jamie Linton and Jessica Budds), China has experienced “three thousand years of unsustainable growth” (Mark Elvin).
- **Rivers, lakes, and canals:** Yellow River (*Huang he* 黃河), Wuding River (無定河), Jing River (涇河), Wei River (渭河), Fen River (汾河), Huai River (淮河), Hongze Lake (洪澤湖), Grand Canal (*da yunhe* 大運河).
- **Mountains and deserts:** Mu Us Desert (*maowusu shamo* 毛烏素沙漠), Qinling Mountains (秦嶺山), Lüliang Mountains (呂梁山), Taihang Mountains (太行山).
- **Hydrocrats:** Yu the Great 大禹 (legendary figure), Zhang Rong 張戎 (fl. 4 CE), Wang Jing 王景 (30-85 CE), Ouyang Xiu 歐陽脩 (1007-1072), Jia Lu 賈魯 (1297-1353), Liu Tianhe 劉天和 (1479-1545), Pan Jixun 劉天和 (1511-1595), Hu Ding 胡定 (1709-1789), Li Yizhi 李儀祉 (1882-1938).
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